
Shots in the Dark 
A vaccination craze puts us all at risk. 

.... 

yla Rose Belkin was a lively, 
alert five-week-old baby when I 
last held her in my arms,” said 

her father, Michael Belkin, a financial ana- 
lyst in New York City. “Little did I imag- 
ine as she gazed into my eyes that she would 
die that night. At her final feeding she was 
agitated and feisty-then fell asleep and 
didn’t wake up. The autopsy ruled out chok- 
ing. A swollen brain was the only abnor- 
mal finding. Most doctors I spoke to said it 
must have been Sudden Infant Death Syn- 
drome, a catch-all diagnosis for unexplained 
death.” This happened last September. For 
weeks, Belkin and his wife agonized over 
what they might have done differently. 
What he couldn’t get out of his mind was 
that a few hours before Lyla’s death, she 
had been inoculated with the Hepatitis B 
vaccine. Most doctors he spoke to scoffed at 
the idea. The vaccine is safe, they said. But 
he began his own investigation, and he 
became disturbed by what he found. 

He spoke to Bonnie Dunbar, a molec- 
ular biologist at Baylor College of Medi- 
cine in Houston. Five years earlier, her 
brother had experienced multiple sclero- 
sis-like symptoms following vaccination. 
“His problems have been ath-ibuted to the 
Hepatitis B vaccine by over a dozen dif- 
ferent specialists of unquestionable med- 
ical expertise,” she testified before the 
Texas Public Health Board. “He has now 
been rated permanently and totally 
impaired. His health care has cost the state 
of Texas around half a million dollars to 
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date.” Then disaster struck again. A stu- 
dent in her lab, who was required to take 
the vaccine, “went partially blind follow- 
ing her first booster injection, a medical 
condition that was exacerbated by her sec- 
ond booster which resulted in long-term 
hospitalization.” 

Only a few years ago, Dr. Dunbar was 
honored by the National Institutes of 
Health for her vaccine work. Nonethe- 
less, she began her testimony with this 
eye-opener: “I am not here today as an 
official representative of Baylor College of 
Medicine but as a concerned citizen of 
Texas and the United States. In fact, I am 
sure that some of my colleagues would 
not approve of my appearance. Especial- 
ly those that are benefiting handsomely 
from pharmaceutical company income 
as consultants and expert witnesses while 
carrying out vaccine clinical trials.” 

Merck & Co. derives $900 million per 
annum from vaccine sales. Its Hepatitis B 
vaccine is the first in the country to use 
recombinant DNA technology. Since 1991, 
Hepatitis B inoculations have been given 
routinely to infants in the U.S., and 36 
states now require that a series of three 
shots be given to infants as a condition of 
attending school. Although many are now 
getting the vaccine, hardly anyone in the 
general population is at risk for the disease. 
The Centers for Disease Control and Pre- 
vention in Atlanta says that in 1996 a total 
of 10,637 cases ofthe disease were reported 
in the U.S., of whom 279 were below age 
4. In cp percent of cases, antibodies are nat- 
urally produced and after a flu-like illness 
the patient recovers and is immune for life. 
To drum up a Hepatitis B scare, and justi- 
fy  the massive vaccination program, the 
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CDC has arbitrarily multiplied the nurnbei 
of reported cases by 20, using the argurnen 
that most go undiagnosed. 

The general population is not at rid 
for Hepatitis B. The profile ofthose who arc 
is similar to those at risk for AIDS. Thr 
CDC identifies the hepatitis risk group: 
as: drug addicts, homosexuals and hetero 
sexuals with multiple partners, children o 
immigrants from certain areas, healthcarr 
workers, and infants bom to infected moth 
ers. So how come everyone is urged to ge 
the vaccination, including newborns, anc 
why are state health departments playing 
along, agreeing that children can’t go tc 
school if they don’t get their shots? 

The CDC explains that it has “gener. 
ally not been feasible” to identify peoplc 
“engaged in high-risk behaviors.” Instead 
the agency recommended “making 
Hepatitis B vaccine a part of routine vac. 
cination schedules for infants.” In othei 
words, the risk of adverse events must be 
borne by innocent infants, who can br 
singled out on the maternity wards 
because the sex and drug addicts can’t be 
expected to identify themselves. Jane Ori. 
ent, executive director of the Association 01 
American Physicians and Surgeons, and a 
practicing physician, commented: ‘‘It’s 
outrageous to be forcing this upon chil- 
dren, the great majority of whom are noi 
at risk. But all are at risk ofadverse reactions 
to the vaccine.” She doesn‘t recommend 
the shots for those not in risk groups. 

“I am horrified by what I am seeing on 
this issue,” said Baylor’s Dr. Dunbar. “I 
can’t believe this is happening in this coun- 
try.’’ Public health is being used to under- 
mine individual responsibility and to legit- 
imize intrusion on family autonomy. 
Sidney Wolfe of Ralph Nader’s Health 
Research Group, a foe of drug company 
profiteering, was not familiar with this con- 
troversy. He cited a 1997 study claiming 
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that Hepatitis B vaccination in urban cen- 
ters is “inadequate.” 

The Food and Drug Administration 
set up a system for reporting adverse reac- 
tions to the vaccine, and by October 1998 
almost 25,000 vaccine-related adverse 
events had been reported, many of them 
life-threatening. The FDA has also said 
that as many as 90 percent of such reac- 
tions are never reported at all, so we should 
multiply these totals by ten. Michael 
Belkin estimates that, in addition to his 
own daughter, at least 1400 people have 
died throughout the country from an 
adverse reaction to Hepatitis B immu- 
nization. Many such cases involve what is 
called auto-immunity. It is believed that 
the genetically engineered vaccine some- 
times confuses the body’s immune system 
into attacking itself. Many of the respons- 
es resemble multiple sclerosis. 

The bad effects may unfold over weeks. 
One scandalous feature of this vaccine is 
that the drug companies used safety stud- 
ies that monitored children only for four or 
five days after vaccination. Now, a long- 
term study of the effects on nurses (who 
must get the shots) is underway. Shouldn’t 
legislatures at least wait for the results 
before they make shots compulsory? The 
problem is that most legislators, like most 
journalists, are cowed by assertions of med- 
ical expertise, and by threats that any delay 
will jeopardize the nation’s health. The 
New York Times in particular has acted as 
an uncritical conveyer-belt from the CDC 
to the general public. One politician who 
has stood firm is New Jersey’s Christie Todd 
Whitrnan. She refused to sign into law a 
mandate rushed to her desk by gullible 
legislators. In France, a similar mandate 
was rescinded last October because doctors 
saw what was happening and sued. 

Having studied the FDA’s reports of 
adverse reactions in infants, CDC con- 
cluded that there were “no unexpected 
events.” A leaked internal CDC memo 
suggests otherwise. A meeting at the agency 
in 1997 discussed “possible association” 
between the vaccine and MS and recom- 
mended a “case control study” with 60 
days as a “reasonable time limit to use for 
the onset of MS post-vaccination.” (Five 
days were enough to get the vaccine 
approved.) Another C D C  claim, that 
“studies show that these side effects are 

reported no more frequently among those 
vaccinated than among persons not receiv- 
ing vaccine,” cited only references dated 
ten years before the vaccine was available. 
Thus is science put at the disposal of poli- 
tics. An Institute of Medicine report refutes 
CDC’s claim. At least 100 published reports 
by physicians have attributed serious 
adverse effects to the vaccine. The h t h  is 
that CDC is a political agency which has 
become accustomed to disseminating p u b  
lic-health scares as a way of protecting and 
expanding its budget. Not for nothing was 
“Prevention” added to its title. 

State health departments have a bud- 
getary interest in mandating shots. Accord- 
ing to Barbara Fisher of the National Vac- 
cine Information Center in Vienna, 
Virginia, amendments to the Childhood 
Immunization Act of 1993 gave states finan- 
cial incentives to set up tracking registries, 
and a “performance-based grant program” 
offered up to $100 a head depending on 
the number of shots delivered. “A bounty is 
put on children’s heads,” Fisher said. “Our 
children now get 33 doses of ten different 
vaccines by kindergarten; our grandpar- 
ents got only one-smallpox. The CDC 
hasn’t yet done the studies showing whether 
all these shots are safe.” Marian Wright 
Edelman, where are you now that we need 
you? 

ecently, John F. Modlin, professor 
of pediatrics and medicine at Dart- 

.mouth and chairman of CDC’s 
Advisory Committee on Immunization 
Practices, debated the issue at the Uni- 
versity of New Hampshire with Burton A. 
Waisbren, an immunologist from Mil- 
waukee. Michael Belkin took along a chart 
showing that, in New Hampshire alone, 
the 48 reported adverse reactions to the 
vaccine in children aged zero to ten in 
recent years were 16 times greater than the 
number of cases of disease (three). There 
were four times as many child deaths (11) 

as there were cases of disease. Those shock- 
ing figures show how out of control the 
vaccination program has become. 

Modlin said the critics were “unin- 
formed,” and suggested that attributing 
deaths to the vaccine was like blaming 
automobile accidents on the Cheerios 
antecedently consumed. Whatever you 
do,” he said, “don’t let somebody try to tell 

you that Hepatitis B is uncommon because 
only 11,000 cases were reported in this coun- 
try.” In fact, he added, “I don’t care” how 
many reported cases there are. “What’s 
probably more accurate is extrapolaied 
data.” By which he means “hypothetical.” 
It’s as unscientific to deny causation, with- 
out careful investigation, as it is to assert it. 

Meanwhile, Modlin should disclose the 
financial relationship between the relevant 
drug companies and the ongoing research 
at Dartmouth Medical School. In response 
to a question, he allowed that there was 
such a connection. “Scientists are increas- 
ingly supported by for-profit companies,” 
the Wall Street Journal recently reported, 
“but a new study shows that critical fact is 
seldom revealed in published research.” 
This is especially true in the medical field. 

In his response, Burton A. Waisbren 
said that “the first thing that should be done 
is we should stop universal Hepatitis B vac- 
cination.” He added that “doctors, hospitals 
and scientists who [support this vaccina- 
tion program] should be held responsible 
legally.. . . If all else fails, I think there is 
going to be a congressional investigation.” 
Without quite reaching his question, he 
asked: “How could an executive in a phar- 
maceutical company that made a billion 
dollars out of this experiment, and the direc- 
tor of a government agency impose an 
experiment-they talk about a strategy- 
this is an experiment.” Because, he added, 
“they don’t know if this is going to help the 
situation.” 

The forum organizer, Gerhard Bed- 
ding, is circulating a petition to rescind the 
mandate in New Hampshire. He describes 
the modern medical attitude as: “Here 
comes this poor unprotected baby. We need 
to get at it immediately to give it the berie- 
fit ofour protection.” It reminds him ofthe 
“Kill all the bugs!” outcry of the 1950’s. 
When he sees today’s CDC officers in their 
military uniforms, he is reminded of noth- 
ing so much as his childhood in occupied 
Holland, during World War 11. 

ABC’s “20/20” aired a good program in 
January. Articles have appeared in Sci- 
ence, Insight, the Washington Post, Tole- 
do Blade, and Indianapolis Star, and else- 
where. In Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, 
efforts are underway to rescind the man- 
date or expand exemptions. Grassroots 
opposition is growing. U 
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Do You Make Embarrassing 
“Gafles))When You Speak? 

Are “Verbal Booby Traps” Bringing Your Career to a Screeching Halt... 
Roadblocking Your Way to a Higher Income ... Sabotaging Your Social Success? 

ou hear them all the time when other 
people speak -glaring mistakes, like Y ‘fortunate’ instead of ‘fortuitous’ or 

‘effect’ instead of ‘affect’. . .jarring gaffes that 
often draw snickers, but never respect.. . 
embarrassing blunders that can absolutely 
destroy other people’s impressions of you. 

These are the 3 “Verbal Booby Traps”. , .THE 
WRONG WORD, IN THE WRONG PLACE 
AT THE WRONG TIME. They can make YOU 
YOUR OWN WORST ENEMY in business and 
social conversations. . .in letters to potential 
customers or eniployers.. .in school essays and 
college applications. . .plus speeches, presenta- 
tions and sales talks. Because, let’s face it: 

People Judge You 
By The Words You Use 

Regardless of your clothes, your smile or the 
firmness of your handshake - the richer, more 
colorful your vocabulary, the greater your suc- 
cess in both the business and social worlds. In 
fact, according to a recent report in Reader’s 
Digest, “The highest achievers in almost any 
field are the highest scorers in vocabulary.” 

It’s so very true, proven time and time again 
in research by major corporations: “A large vo- 
cabulary contributes more to career advance- 
ment than any other single factor.” 

The more articulate you are and the more 
eloquently you express your ideas, the more 
favorable are other people’s impressions about 
your intelligence, your education, your capabil- 
ities and your competence. 

Build a Harvard Graduate’s 
Vocabulary In Just 
15 Minutes a Day 

To prove to you how incredibly easy it now is 
for you to amass a “Harvard graduate’s vocabu- 
lary’‘ in just 1 j minutes a day, we will ship you 
on a FULL NO-RISK BASIS an exciting word 
power program, Verbal Advantages. 

Yes! This proven program has already helped 
over 100,000 people - including corporate 
executives of companies ranging from American 
Express to Microsoft to Xerox. 

In just 15 minutes a day, this breakthrough 
method TRIPLES your rate of learning new 
words without memorizing or studying boring 
word lists. . .catapulting your vocabulary level to 
the TOP j% OF ALL EDUCATED ADULTS. 

Best of all, Verbal Advantages makes it so 
easy to expand your powers of expression. . .to 
compound your rate of amassing a huge “ver- 
bal bank account”. . .because ALL YOU HAVE 
TO DO IS LISTEN, nothing else! 

Here’s What You Receive In 
Your No-Risk Shipment: 

The complete Verbal Aduantage@ Audio 
Progranz: 12 hours of fascinating narration 
professionally st~idio-recorded, crisp and 
clear. More than 1,500 imrds iiz all, iuith peri- 
odic qiiizlrevieius to reinforce your knoiuledge 
andJi:Y in your mind all the words yoii ‘ve jiist 
learned. 

PLUS A FREE BONUS. 
I f  you order noiu, you also receiix Memory 

Advantage - absoluteli1 FREE. This tiuo-tape 
program (2 hours total) iuillgiueyou the abiliy 
to reinember names, faces, numbers and 
uocabiilaty M neuer beJore. 
I’ou risk nothing. It is yours to aidition for 30 

days on a no-risk basis. Yoii niirst he frilly 
convinced that Verbal Aduantagew gius  you 
the POWERHOC’SE VOCABULARY YOU NEED 
- in this highlli conipetiriue world - to join 
the TOP 5% OF ALL EDUCATED ADULTS. . .or 
it costs you nothing! Simply return yoiir No- 
Risk shipment for a full and immediate 
refund of the purchase price. 

Now! Burn Over 1 ,OOO New 
Words IntoYour Memory 

In Just 2 Weeks! 
With Verbal Advantages you simply pop a 

cassette into your cassette player - sit back, 
relax -and INSTANTLY begin to broaden your 

vocabulary and sharpen your command of the 
English language. There’s nothing to read. No 
notes to take. You simply listen to each new 
word, You’ll hear it pronounced, . .then listen ;is 
it is defined and compared to other similar 
words, (but with its own subtle difference). . . 
then’used in a sentence. In mere minutes, as if 
by osmosis, you begin to absorb dozens of new 
words like a giant mental sponge! 

Not only will your ability to communicate effec- 
tively become one of your strongest 
assets - but you will never again misuse or mis- 
pronounce these newly acquired words. 

Once and for all, you’ll lose that gripping fear of 
saying or writing the wrong word, in the wrong 
place, at the wrong tinie - FOREVER! 

’ 

Call Now For Your 
No-Risk Shipment. 

Wouldn’t you like to command a vocabulary so 
rich, so dynamic, that people will be absolutely 
riveted by eveiy word you speak, every phrase 
you write? Wouldn’t you like to unshackle your- 
self for life from the handicap and embarrass- 
ment of mistake-ritlden English., .the gaping pit- 
fall that destroys business advancement and  
social success? You can - without risking a single 
penny - with the Verbal Atlvantage@ way to a 
SUPER POWERHOUSE VOCABULARY in as little 
as 30 days. . .or even less! 

Listen to Verbal Advantage@ in the privacy of 
your own home or car. Prove to yourself how i n  
just one month you can add thousands of new 
words to your vocabulary and attain a level that 
E Q U A L S  THE TOP 5% OF AIL  EDUCATED 
ADULTS! 

You risk absolutely nothing. The entire package 
is yours to audition for 30 tla!fs on a no-risk basis. 
You must be fiilly convinced that  Verbal 
Aclvantage@ gives you the powerhouse vocahu- 
laiy you need to join the top j% of all educated 
adults.. . OR IT COSTS YOU NOTHING! 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL NOW 
TOLL-FREE 

1-888-608-9673 
Operators Are Standing By 

1 ‘OYES! Please rush me information about the Verbal Advantages Audio Program. I want a powerho% I 
I I vocabulary that will  allow me to jo in  the top 5% 01 a l l  educated adults! 
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City/State/Zip I 
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